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How Vertical Interior Design 
Took S&S Activewear’s New 
Headquarters from Tepid to 
TEAMWORK Through Planning, 
Design, and Furniture Solutions.

“Our new office configuration 
has changed the morale of our 
company!” 

—Jim Shannon, CFO, S&S Activewear
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T H E  C O M PA N Y

Since 1988, S&S Activewear has provided high-
quality, imprintable apparel to a broad, wholesale 
customer base. Today, they offer the most extensive 
collection of fashion-forward styles in the industry 
and are committed to building relationships and 
providing world-class customer service. They 
operate six nationwide distribution centers for a total 
of 3.5 million square feet of warehouse space and 
uniquely offer one-day shipping to 41 states.

T H E  C H A L L E N G E

The project began after S&S Activewear moved into 
their new space in Bolingbrook, Illinois. They had 
two floors, totaling 24,601 square feet of space, and 
renovated the entire space in two separate phases. 
The third floor was done first, and the second floor 
was done two years later as the second phase. 
This was because S&S outgrew their space and 
was able to buy the second floor when the existing 
tenant left.

Julie Hartman, senior interior designer for Vertical 
Interior Design (VID), explained, “They wanted both 
floors to be cohesive in design, and yet designate 
one floor from the other. My design challenge was 
to make it look like they went together but included 
subtle differences.”

Not only did Hartman have the design challenge, 
but the client had another challenge for her to solve. 
They wanted her to create a space that was not 
only modern but one that encouraged a culture 
of teamwork, that would attract new talent to the 
company, and would help boost retention rates of 
current employees.

There was one other space waiting for Hartman’s 
special touch—designing a Mother’s Room/Nursing 
Room/Wellness Room. This is a space required by 
the Fair Labor Standards Act for companies with 
more than 50 employees.
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T H E  S O L U T I O N

The architect Hartman worked with on this project 
had designed some elaborate ceilings using 
different shapes to add to the overall feeling and 
add modern design elements. The ceilings were 
open and painted a deep navy blue. Then, different 
shapes, materials, and colors were used to form 
patterns in different areas of the space. Some were 
white, others were blue planks or white and green 
triangles, and even a pattern of orange and grey 
octagons. All of them used acoustical panels.

Hartman worked closely with the architect on all 
aspects of the project, making tweaks and choosing 
finishes and colors that would be perfect with the 
rest of the elements Hartman had designed for the 
space. Those included brighter pops of color on the 
second floor, and flooring, tile, furniture, colors, and 
fabrics throughout.

The new design moved the main space from a 
layout that consisted of cubicles with high walls to 
a bench layout with shorter walls. The company 
wanted to provide employees with an open space 
to foster the team environment they were working 
toward. In addition to that, Hartman provided them 
with features that were modern, she said, adding, 
“They wanted it to feel a bit like you were in the city.” 

One of the elements that helped make the whole 
design feel modern were the DIRTT panels that 
were used throughout. Made by a Canadian 
company, the panels come in a variety of materials, 
shapes, colors, and finishes. “It’s like a segmented 
wall. I had to determine which tiles to use, what 
color the tiles would be, where they would go, 
and what the finish should be, such as glass or 
whiteboard.”

The final challenge—the Mother’s Room—allows 
working mothers to have a private space for taking 
care of personal needs, such as pumping. Experts 
have found these spaces to help with employee 
retention. Hartman said the room should include 
several features: a door and lock, easily accessible, 
comfortable seating, a sink, counter, mini-fridge, 
a locking cabinet or lockers, mirror, and a calm, 
relaxing color scheme. The resulting room for this 
project was comforting and bright.
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T H E  R E S U LT S

“The client was the best to work for, and super easy 
to work with,” Hartman said. “He wasn’t someone 
who gave any pushback. He trusted that I knew 
what I was doing, that it was going to be great, and 
he let me run with it.”

She noted that it was a very involved project that 
took a lot of time, and even though it was a big 
space, “It went smoothly and turned out even better 
than what I had pictured.” 

S&S Activewear is a client who keeps coming 
back to VID time after time, and it’s no secret 
why. VID continues to not only meet, but exceed, 
expectations by staying current on design trends, 
creating office space they love, and building lifelong 
relationships.

Jim Shannon, S&S Activewear CFO, said, “The 
VID team has been a delight to work with from 
design, build, install, and usage. We now have a 
modern, state-of-the-art office space to attract new 
employees and talent to work for our company.”


